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Executive Summary
The City of Aubrey, located in north eastern Denton County, has experienced tremendous growth over
the past five years since the approval of the 2015 Future Land Use Plan and Master Thoroughfare Plan,
adopted September 15, 2015. The city is seeing most of this growth in the southeastern portion of its
relatively large ultimate planning area (extraterritorial jurisdiction – ETJ).
In March 2020, the Aubrey City Council, Planning and Zoning Commission, and Municipal Development
District met in a work session to develop a vision for the 2020 update of the Future Land Use Plan. The
input obtained overwhelmingly supported the continued preservation of Aubrey’s small-town character
while balancing the development of new neighborhoods with parks and trail amenities and a vibrant
downtown.
Given the relatively large ultimate planning area and ETJ, the city is also planning strategically for
infrastructure by identifying areas where it is appropriate to offer limited city services, versus areas where
a fuller range of city services will be offered, and these services may be provided and funded through
partnerships with private utility providers and property owners. This will allow the city to ensure that
future development in its ETJ is balanced and commensurate with the cost of providing services, and
reduce the tax burden on current city residents.
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1.

Introduction
The Aubrey Future Land Use Plan update is intended to serve as the core document that guides the
land use and development decisions within the City of Aubrey. The Plan is built by combining public
input with regional and local development trends. The Land Use Plan is intended to be a critical
element of the City’s Comprehensive Plan.
A comprehensive plan is a blue-print that establishes a community’s future vision. The
comprehensive planning process allows a community to understand existing conditions, selfevaluate needs and issues, and prioritize a clear roadmap for accomplishing shared goals. In this
way, a comprehensive plan provides guidance for citizens and decision-makers on how a community
should change over time.
Typical elements of a comprehensive plan include:
•

Future Land Use Plan: identifies the location of future land uses, mix, and densities within
the city and its extraterritorial jurisdiction (ETJ)

•

Master Thoroughfare Plan: identifies the alignment and rights-of-way for new and
improved roadway corridors to accommodate future growth of the city

•

Parks Plan: identifies public open spaces and parks for preservation and a range of passive
and active recreational uses in the city

•

Trail Plan: identifies locations and standards for non-motorized connectivity within the city
and the ETJ

•

Economic Development Plan: identifies priorities and policies to improve and provide
incentives to encourage economic activity that brings in sales tax revenue to the community

This 2020 Future Land Use Plan Update (herein known as 2020 Plan Update) provides Aubrey with
the opportunity to evaluate the 2015 Future Land Use Plan based on the development activity and
trends in the City and ETJ. Over the past five years, the Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex has seen
explosive growth, especially in the northern sector of the Metroplex. A lot of that growth has been
fueled by a bull growth market and major corporate relocations to North Texas.
The employment growth along the Sam Rayburn Tollway and Dallas North Tollway have driven
residential growth along the US 380 corridor which in turn has driven the residential boom in
Aubrey. Over the past five years, Aubrey has seen significant residential growth. This is based on
several large subdivisions recently approved and under construction. Section 2 of this document
provides a summary of the recent developments. Although the city has seen significant residential
growth and demand over the past five years, commercial development has lagged due to various
market and access factors.
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1.1 Purpose & Need
A comprehensive plan is essential to all communities. It provides predictability and fairness for
citizens, elected officials, city staff, and the development community by providing clear
recommendations for the desired type, location, and scale of new development and redevelopment
in the city. It is the means to coordinate all city functions needed, including infrastructure
investment, to accommodate the desired type of growth. To that end, a comprehensive plan guides
the city’s Capital Improvements Program (CIP) with respect to spending on public infrastructure.
It is necessary to note that comprehensive planning is not zoning. The 2015 Plan provided a
foundation for land uses and thoroughfares within the city’s defined plan area. The purpose of this
2020 Plan update is to identify and articulate the vision for the future, outline a set of goals to
achieve the desired vision, and update the Future Land Use Map. In essence, the 2020 Plan is a
blueprint for decision making on Aubrey’s growth; it will provide the City Council, Planning and
Zoning Commission, Municipal Development District, city staff, and the community at large with a
collaborative road map for expanding and modernizing the city and attracting new residents and
businesses.

1.2 Comprehensive Planning Process
In general, a comprehensive plan essentially evaluates three questions:
1. Where are we now? – An analysis of existing conditions in the city with respect to existing
community and market context.
2. Where do we want to be? – Answered by means of a visioning process through community
meetings and input on the hopes and desires of its citizens.
3. How do we get there? – Defined by the plan elements and implementation actions that will
guide and align public (city, county, TXDOT) and private actions (property owners, developers,
business owners).
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Where Are We Now?
•Existing land use
•Market Context
•Infrastrcture
•Environment

Where Do We Want
to be?

How Do We Get
There?

•Vision
•Goals

•Public Sector Role
•Private Sector Role

1.3 Study Area
The study area for the comprehensive plan update includes the current incorporated area of the
City of Aubrey (the city limits), as well as the current extraterritorial jurisdiction (ETJ) and boundary
agreements with adjoining cities and property owners in the county. See Exhibit 1.1 City Limits,
ETJ, and Ultimate Plan Area. Today, the incorporated area of the City of Aubrey includes
approximately 2.0 square miles (1,300 acres) and the Ultimate Plan Area (including ETJ) adds an
additional 40 square miles for an approximate total of 26,711 acres.
The study area is surrounded by the city limits and ETJ of several neighboring cities, including
Krugerville to the south, Pilot Point to the north, Denton (city and county) to the west, Prosper and
Collin County to the east. The current incorporated area, ETJ limits, and boundary agreements with
adjoining cities, county, and major property owners establish the formal study area of the 2020
Land Use Plan Update. The ultimate plan area is bounded on the east and west by major floodplain
corridors which create natural barriers for infrastructure extension and connectivity.
The City of Aubrey is located in the northeastern quadrant of Denton County, north of Lake
Lewisville, and south of Lake Ray Roberts along the US 377 Corridor. With the proximity to the two
major lakes and floodplains, access and connectivity to Aubrey is limited to the major corridors of
US 377 and FM 428.
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Aubrey’s Regional Location Map
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2.

Development Trends
The 2015 Land Use Plan had the following projections with respect to development in Aubrey:
10 year and build-out (from 2015 Land Use Assumptions report)
• Population: 2,840
• 2019 population projection: 5,445
• Employment estimate: 774
• Several assumptions made based on quantity and timing of future growth and on projects
pending and/or in the pipeline
• Service areas were established for both water and sewer and roadway service

2.1 Regional Growth Trends (Source: NCTCOG)
The Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex has seen tremendous growth over the past five (5) years. The
population estimate as of Jan 1, 2019 is 7.5 million. A significant amount of this growth has occurred
in Denton County which added over 25,000 people in 2018. With respect to residential growth, the
DFW region has seen a 15% increased demand in housing and over 60% of that growth has been in
single-family residential development.
Denton County, and Aubrey specifically, has seen tremendous residential growth since 2015. In fact,
with respect to percentage growth according to NCTCOG, in 2018 Aubrey had the highest growth
rate with a 41.6% growth in population compared to other north Texas cities.

Source: NCTCOG Regional Data Center
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Denton
County
Aubrey
Source: NCTCOG

Table 2.1: 2019 Population Estimates – Denton County and Aubrey
2010 Census
2018 Estimate 2019 Estimate Change (20182019)
662,614
844,260
874,240
29,980
2,595

3,200

4,530

% Change

1,330

3.6%
41.6%

2.2 Aubrey Development Activity Since 2015
Aubrey has seen a significant amount of development activity over the past 5 years. Some of the
major developments are summarized in Table 2.2 below.
Table 2.2: Major Residential Developments 2015 - 2020
Subdivision
SILVERADO
SANDBROCK RANCH
WINN RIDGE
ARROW BROOKE
HIGH COUNTRY AT SILVERADO
AUBREY CREEK ESTATES
ASPEN MEADOWS
HIGHMEADOW X
MEADOWS XII
TOTAL

Lots
2928
2556
1488
1072
822
323
309
45
44

Area in Acres
930
2494
497
245
171
66
117
12
16

9,587 Lots

4,548 Acres

Gross Density
3.1
1.0
3.0
4.4
4.8
4.9
2.6
3.75
2.75
2.11 (Average
Density)

City or ETJ
ETJ
ETJ
City
ETJ
ETJ
City
ETJ
City
City

In addition to the above major residential subdivisions, several of which have multiple phases, an
additional 70+ lots have been approved in smaller subdivisions (fewer than 10 lots in each
subdivision) totaling approximately 300 acres. Most of this new development has occurred in the
ETJ. In addition, Winn Ridge and Winn Ridge South have been annexed into the city.
Table 2.3 summarizes the development activity within the city and ETJ.
Table 2.3: Summary of Development Activity in the City and ETJ
City or ETJ

Number of Lots (approx.)

Acreage (approx.)

Gross Density Range

City

1900

591

2.9 - 4.7 DU/Acre

ETJ

7687

3957

2.6 – 4.8 DU/Acre

Map 2.1 provides the locations of these developments within the city’s planning area. Most of
them are in the southeast quadrant of the city with the growth moving north from the US 380
Corridor.
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Map 2.1: Aubrey Development Activity 2015 - 2020
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3.

Vision and Goals
The vision and goals for Aubrey were developed through a joint work session of the city’s boards
and commissions, including the City Council, Planning and Zoning Commission, and Municipal
Development District, on March 2, 2020. After a brief presentation on the history of the adopted
land use plan and review of development trends over the past five years, the attendees were asked
to answer the following questions:
-

What things about Aubrey do people want to preserve or maintain?
What things about Aubrey do people want to change?
What should future planning and development in Aubrey be focused on?

A summary of the input received is provided in the Appendix and this input was used to develop
the Vision and Goals statement below.
3.1 Vision
Aubrey shall be an attractive community with great neighborhoods and a vibrant downtown, with
access to adequate and well-appointed parks, trails, and community facilities while preserving the
community’s rural and small-town character.

3.2 Goals
Land Use & Community Character:
• Encourage a balanced land use policy with new employment, retail, and neighborhoods.
• Focus on enhancing Downtown Aubrey’s historic character and significance with a
central gathering space and new mixed-use development while maintaining Downtown
as the public and civic heart of the community.
• Allow for a range of residential types from low density rural to higher density options
based on the context of the neighborhoods while balancing the market trends with
preserving adjoining property values.
• Limit development in the ETJ (outside the city limits) to lower density, rurally compatible
development and scaled to infrastructure capacity.
• Multi-family development should be located where the impact on adjoining established
neighborhoods is minimized, with appropriate buffers and in conjunction with
neighborhood commercial development that is within a walkable neighborhood context.
Limit stand-alone apartment complexes that are disconnected from all adjoining uses.
• New neighborhoods should include a range of residential lot and building types and
include amenities such as pocket parks, greenways, and trails to attract new residents
and preserve property values.
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Economic Development:
• Encourage a balanced land use policy with new employment, retail, and neighborhoods.
• Ensure that level of city services provided is commensurate with current and future tax
revenues by scaling the services based on availability and cost of serving new
development.
• Identify small-scale, craft manufacturing and assembly uses that build on and can be
adapted from the city’s rural, equestrian, and agricultural history to increase local
employment and business diversity.
• Leverage the location, alignment and timing of the new Outer Loop to maximize
commercial development opportunities at key nodes and intersections.
• Ensure that new commercial nodes are developed in a master planned community
context with supporting residential uses and densities that will improve the likelihood of
successful commercial development.
• Focus on incrementally implementing the vision for Downtown Aubrey as a vibrant
destination with a complementary mix of uses, civic uses, and a public gathering space.
Parks, Open Space and Natural Resources:
• Develop a parks and open space master plan for the community based on regional
trends, needs assessment and in conjunction with youth boards and school districts to
provide for a range of active (ball fields and sports fields) to passive (natural areas,
wooded areas, creeks) regional and neighborhood parks, and necessary implementation
policies (park land dedication ordinance, etc.).
• Develop a watershed conservation plan to protect environmentally sensitive areas and
prohibit development activity and encroachment into the floodway and waterways.
• Develop a tree preservation plan and policy for the city including implementation
through city ordinances.
• Develop a plan for non-motorized transportation (pedestrian and bicycle) along
roadways and natural corridors connecting city parks, schools, shopping areas and other
destinations and neighborhoods.
City Services and Facilities:
• Ensure city services and facilities are balanced with projected growth in property and
sales tax revenues.
• Identify a city service model (full-service or partial service) that is scaled and nuanced by
the geographic area with the Aubrey Planning Area together with an annexation plan
that is based on a sustainable capital improvements plan.
• Develop a city facilities master plan based on current and future service levels and
needs for all city services (public safety, infrastructure, parks, libraries, city
administration, etc.).
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Future Land Use
Fundamental to all comprehensive plans is the Future Land Use Plan Map (FLUP Map) which
becomes the framework for all other plan elements. It serves as the foundation for future decisions
and is a legal requirement before any zoning changes can take effect. Other plan elements may
include a Thoroughfare Plan, Facilities Plan, Parks Master Plan, Stormwater Master Plan, Utilities
Master Plan, etc. The 2020 Future Land Use Plan Update for Aubrey establishes and defines
different land use categories and allocates them on a map to provide guidance for future
development. In addition to land use mix and density, the future land use categories provide a
description of the development character to help with future decision making.
Specifically, the land use category descriptions provide:
•

Purpose and Character of each land use category, including guidance on how the land use
designations can help with future zoning decisions.

•

Use Mix and Density Ranges that are appropriate for successful development within the
different land use categories, including images to illustrate compatible building types and scale.

•

Key Design Priorities to enhance the appearance and character of development within each
specific land use category.

The following table provides a comparison of the 2015 and 2020 Future Land Use Category acreage
allocations.

Land Use Category
Downtown Mixed Use
Estate Neighborhood
Suburban Neighborhood
Mixed Residential Neigh
Neighborhood Comm
Public & Civic
Regional Commercial

2015 Land Use
Plan Acreage
47
7333
0
724
312
109
619

2015
Percentage

2020 Land Use
Plan Acreage

0.17%
27.14%
0
2.68%
1.15%
0.40%
2.29%

47
7340
6706
735
330
116
744

Regional Empl & Ind
Rural Residential
Flood Plain

306 1.13%
12642 46.79%
4926 18.24%

242
11446
4926

Total

27,019

2020
Percentage
0.14%
22.49%
20.55%
2.25%
1.01%
0.36%
2.28%
0.74%
35.08%
15.10%

32,632*

* The difference in the total acreage of the planning area is due to modifications made to the planning area and ETJ
based on boundary agreements with adjoining cities and development agreements with property owners.
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3.2 Future Land Use Category Descriptions

Rural Residential & Agricultural
Purpose & Intent

Images to Convey Intent

•

The Rural Residential and Agricultural land use/character category is intended to
preserve much of Aubrey’s outlying areas in a rural, ranch, or agricultural state.
These areas are less attractive for more intense uses due to distance from the
major roadways and limited street connectivity. In addition, some of Aubrey’s most
attractive ranching land and environmentally sensitive areas are located here.
Most of this area is located in the city’s ETJ and preserving some of the character
of this area will set Aubrey apart from its adjoining communities.

•

Some of the character-defining elements recommended are:
o Use Mix: Mainly large-lot (1-acre minimum lot size) residential, ranching,
and agricultural by right with some AG related commercial uses with
additional conditions (landscaping business, veterinary clinics, metal
workshop, farmers market, etc., with appropriate design and transition
standards that may be permitted with Council approval)
o Preserve rural frontages along Sherman, Friendship, and St. John Roads
with deeper setbacks, low impact trails, and low fence design standards
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Estate Neighborhood
Purpose & Intent
•

The Estate Neighborhood land use/character area designation
is intended to provide for single-family neighborhoods with
larger lots as a transition between existing agricultural uses
and new subdivisions. These areas have limited access to
neighborhood shopping, employment, and regional roadways
and can preserve some of the rural and natural characteristics
of Aubrey.

•

Some of the character-defining elements recommended are:
o Use Mix: Mainly single-family residential neighborhoods
with a variety of larger lots
o Densities ranging from 1 – 2 dwelling units/acre
o Treat rural frontage roadways with deeper setbacks, low
impact trails, and low fence design standards
o Preserve existing trees, wooded areas, creeks, and view
corridors to the extent possible

Images to Convey Intent
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Suburban Neighborhood
Purpose & Intent
•

The Suburban Neighborhood land use/character area
designation is intended to accommodate the development of new
single-family residential neighborhoods to accommodate the
demand for new residential subdivisions in the southeast
quadrant of the city’s plan area.

•

Some of the character-defining elements recommended are:
o Suburban development patterns with limited internal and
external connectivity and use of cul-de-sacs.
o Fairly uniform mix of single-family detached housing types
in an auto-oriented context but with some neighborhoods
accommodating trails and open spaces with flood plans and
along creeks
o 1 – 3 Stories (maximum 3 stories)
o Densities would range from 2 DU/Acre – 6 DU/Acre

Images to Convey Intent
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Mixed Residential Neighborhood
Purpose & Intent
•

The Mixed Residential Neighborhood land use/character area
designation is intended to accommodate the development of
mixed residential neighborhoods within the city limits with access
to city water and sewer. In addition to good roadway access, this
location would also have access to major commercial corridors,
future retail, future school and civic amenities and makes a
potential mixed residential neighborhood more feasible at these
major roadway intersections.

•

Some of the character-defining elements recommended are:
o Integrating a range of usable open space types that also
double as the regional drainage network with trails and
passive greenways
o Mix of various residential building types (single-family
residential, cottages, patio homes, townhomes and
apartment buildings) within a walkable context
o 1 – 3 Stories (maximum 3 stories)
o Densities would range from 6 DU/Acre – 12 DU/Acre
(depending on the residential type proposed) (average at 8
DU/Acre)

Images to Convey Intent
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Downtown Mixed Use
Purpose & Intent
•

•

Images to Convey Intent

The Downtown Mixed-Use land use/character area is intended
to preserve and enhance the existing heart of Aubrey. With
Aubrey’s roots as a railroad town with farming and ranching,
its downtown has a unique character that celebrates Aubrey’s
authentic small-town charm. This land use category is
intended to encourage the preservation and adaptive reuse of
existing buildings for small-scale, local, independent
businesses, while allowing for modest redevelopment and
transitions to newer neighborhoods and commercial
development.
Some of the character-defining elements recommended are:
o A mix of retail, restaurant, office, civic, and modest
residential redevelopment and infill uses
o Active public gathering spaces such as squares, plazas,
and paseos
o Building design should emphasize pedestrian-oriented
design principles
o Scale of buildings to be between 1 and 3 stories
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Regional Commercial
Purpose & Intent
•

•

Images to Convey Intent

The Regional Commercial land use/character area
designation is intended for regional scale retail and
commercial uses that can take advantage of major
regional roadway access and frontage (US 377 and the
future Outer Loop). This land use/character area is located
at major highway intersections to maximize access to the
region and adjoining neighborhoods. This land
use/character area has the potential to generate both ad
valorem and sales tax revenue for the City, as well as job
opportunities for residents.
Some of the character-defining elements recommended
are:
o Land Use Mix: Mostly large format retail with
restaurants and entertainment uses or mid-rise office
buildings; may include multi-family and lodging uses
as transition to adjoining single-family neighborhoods
o Building Scale: generally low rise with some taller
office buildings
o Design Elements: Focus on minimizing the impact of
a ‘big box’ look by articulating the building mass
horizontally and vertically
o Building materials: Allow a range of building materials;
primarily masonry (brick, stone, stucco, synthetic
stone) for retail/restaurant and masonry, glass, and
more flexible materials for office buildings
o Soften highway frontage with landscaping
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Regional Employment & Industrial
Purpose & Intent
•

•

Images to Convey Intent

The Regional Employment and Industrial land
use/character area designation is intended to maintain
some industrial/manufacturing, flex office, office campus,
and transportation/logistics uses within Aubrey with
access to major regional roadways and rail corridors. The
goal is to maintain truck access along these roadways and
buffer and transition these uses from adjoining residential
uses. In addition, regional employment centers may be
located along regional corridors such as the Outer Loop.
Design standards (mainly building materials and
landscaping) are recommended to better integrate these
uses with office and commercial uses.
Some of the character-defining elements recommended
are:
o Land Use Mix: Allow both small, incremental
development and large master planned development
of area with light industrial, logistics, manufacturing,
assembly, professional office, flex-office uses and
supporting retail and multi-family uses as transitions
to adjoining areas
o Generally, 1 – 5 stories (max. 5 stories)
o Building materials: Allow a range of building materials;
primarily masonry (brick, stone, stucco, synthetic
stone) for retail/restaurant and masonry, glass, and
more flexible materials for office buildings.
o Soften highway frontage with landscaping
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Neighborhood Commercial
Purpose & Intent
•

•

Images to Convey Intent

The Neighborhood Commercial land use/character area
designation is intended to accommodate smaller scale,
neighborhood serving commercial uses at key locations
along US 377 and intersections of local roadways but in
close proximity to mixed residential and estate
neighborhoods. Such a commercial node would anchor
adjoining residential neighborhoods, in addition to
providing much needed neighborhood commercial
services.
Some of the character-defining elements recommended
are:
o Land Use: Mix of retail, restaurant, local professional
office, civic, and multi-family residential uses (as
transitions to adjoining neighborhoods; average
density of 10 – 12 units per acre)
o Generally low to medium scale buildings (1 – 3 stories)
but with incorporation of appropriate open/civic spaces
and amenities
o Building materials: Allow a range of building materials;
primarily masonry (brick, stone, stucco, synthetic
stone) for retail/restaurant and masonry, glass, and
more flexible materials for office buildings.
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School & Civic
Purpose & Intent
•

•

•

Images to Convey Intent

The School & Civic land use category is intended to allow
for school and other civic/governmental and community
facilities. Schools and public facilities may be incorporated
within other land use/character areas to serve current and
future needs of its citizens.
Design of elementary and middle schools should be
integrated with neighborhoods to allow for children to walk
or bike to schools. School athletic facilities should be
planned in conjunction with city recreation facilities and
allow for joint use opportunities. High schools should be
located where both regional roadway access and multimodal access are prioritized.
Public and Civic Facility Design Elements:
o Design of public/civic facilities should be carefully
considered and should occupy prominent sites in the
city and anchor larger developments.
o They should be designed in conjunction with adjoining
civic/open space such as plazas and squares.
o Public buildings may be larger in scale than retail and
mixed-use buildings and thus have larger setbacks to
provide for appropriate transitions.
o Building materials used should convey the impression
of permanence and stability and to the extent possible,
masonry (brick, stone, marble, or granite) should be
used for a majority of the exterior building facades.
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Floodplain & Open Space
Purpose & Intent
•

•

•

Images to Convey Intent

The Floodplain & Open Space category is intended to be the
main greenway and natural drainage linkages that integrate
with the overall land use areas and transportation network. The
goal within Aubrey is to create a city-wide network of linked
open spaces that also double as the stormwater drainage
network with trails and walkways.
Open Space Types:
o Integrated into a network of greenways for recreation and
with a future stormwater drainage network.
o Provide a range of parks and open spaces opportunities
with the development of new neighborhoods.
o Both active recreation and passive recreation
opportunities should be explored.
o Residents access to a public park facility within ¼ - ½ mile
walking distance of their homes
o Require developers to provide park space and quality park
development to the same standard as provided by city
Development incentives should prioritize developments that
provide usable open space in addition to preserving mature
tree canopy (such as the Cross Timbers) and existing creeks
and drainage ways.
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4.

Future Land Use Plan Map
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5.

Next Steps
This chapter lays out the next steps required in implementing this Future Land Use Plan.
Implementation is a critical part of any plan’s success. Preceding chapters of this 2020 Land Use
Plan Update discuss how to achieve the desired vision and goals for the future of Aubrey. However,
successful implementation requires a well-planned strategy, especially given the need to fine tune
the city’s approach towards growth. The implementation strategy is to identify methods to align
the land use goals with the City’s regulatory framework, infrastructure priorities, and incentive
policies.
The implementation recommendations are organized into the following components:
•

Future Studies

•

Regulatory Framework

•

Implementing Plan Elements

•

City Services/Infrastructure policy

5.1 Future Studies
Downtown
The city adopted its Downtown Master Plan in 2015 and should undertake an update by evaluating
what has been implemented over the last five years and whether the recommendations are still
relevant to Aubrey’s current context.
Parks, Recreation and Open Space Master Plan:
The city has never had a Parks, Recreation and Open Space master plan developed or adopted. In
this context, given the priority placed within the vision and goals for parks and open space, it will
be necessary to prepare a city-wide parks and open space master plan. Given that the city is in its
early stages of growth, it will be very important to establish some overarching goals and priorities
for how the city will create its parks, recreation and open space network.
Trails and Bicycle Route Master Plan:
The city’s Master Thoroughfare Plan, adopted September 2015, identifies some on-street and
parallel corridors for bicycle and trail improvements. However, this needs to be integrated with offstreet trail corridors and with the parks and open space network as well. This could be undertaken
as a parallel effort with the next master thoroughfare plan update to further the goals of
connectivity and mobility.
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6.2 Regulatory Framework
The City of Aubrey’ Zoning Ordinance was adopted in 1987. It has been amended periodically since
its adoption, but is outdated with respect to addressing many current planning practices and trends.
This section lays out the regulatory priorities for the city as a whole, and also identifies some critical
areas that will need additional modifications to implement recommendations for Downtown and
multi-family development within the context of adjacency to existing neighborhoods and
integration with commercial development.
Overarching and Key Regulatory Recommendations
The City’s current zoning ordinance will need to be updated and modernized to meet current state
law, planning practices and trends. Specifically, the following major issues will need to be
addressed:
•

•

•

•

Number of zoning categories: Evaluate the number of zoning districts, special districts,
and overlays to ensure that there are meaningful and clear differences between the
zoning categories, and evaluate if any should be consolidated and streamlined.
Zoning ordinance organization and readability: Given that the original ordinance is over
30 years old, it does not include several of the advances in ordinance organization and
use of graphics.
Development standards: Typically, cities have more tools in their zoning toolbox to
address all areas of the built environment including landscaping and streetscaping,
building design, tree preservation, screening and buffering, historic preservation, etc.
Several of these items are differentiated and tailored based on the vision for a specific
area or corridor. Any update to the city’s zoning ordinance should evaluate the city’s
tolerance and ultimate vision and goals for such standards.
Review administrative provisions and process: Review current process to ensure that it
meets state law and regionally accepted planning practices.

6.3 Implementing Plan Elements
Texas Local Government Code (TLGC) requires cities to establish zoning that is consistent with a
Future Land Use Plan. As a result, one critical element of implementation is to establish a
development review process that evaluates development proposals against adopted Plan Elements
such as the Future Land Use Plan (FLUP) and Master Thoroughfare Plan, etc. This includes rezoning
requests, special use permit requests, and subdivision requests. The land use specific
recommendations in Chapters 4 and 5 should then be used to evaluate development proposals that
allow for discretionary decisions, such as zoning change requests. This is specifically useful to ensure
there is an alignment of public benefit with public investment when public incentives are requested.
In cases where the FLUP is inconsistent with market and development trends, the city should
establish a process to amend the FLUP based on changing conditions.
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6.4 City Services and Infrastructure Policy
Investment is risky, particularly in the economic climate of today. Before private investment occurs,
the market needs to be reassured of the future conditions and status of an area. Public investment
not only creates a more appealing environment to stimulate private investment, but it also
demonstrates to private investors the level of commitment and attention that city leaders and staff
afford to key community issues. Public investment in key areas can also “catalyze” private
investment, and careful consideration should be given to projects that can provide such benefits.
Public Funding
Public funding is limited, and therefore needs to be targeted to where it can provide the greatest
benefit. Not all projects can be funded through a single public funding source and neither is it
appropriate to do so. Instead, different “buckets” of dollars should be identified that are
appropriate for different types of improvements based on the scale and impact of the
improvements.
Different local government funding sources may be available for the funding of needed
infrastructure and projects to implement the 2020 Future Land Use Plan update. In some cases,
when an associated private development project is of a considerable size, some of the identified
public improvements could be combined with private investment. However, along FM 428 and US
377, there is an opportunity to partner with TxDOT to implement the city’s vision for the corridors.
For other projects, there needs to be a commensurate fit between the scale of the improvements
and the funding source used to finance it.
City Service Plans
Given the city’s current trajectory and the scale of its larger plan area (ETJ), it is imperative for the
city to develop a plan for different areas of the city’s planning boundary with respect to the level
of city services, cost of service, and projected revenues to ensure that the city can remain fiscally
healthy over the long-run. The cost of acquiring CCNs (Certificates of Convenience and Necessity)
from private utility companies to provide water and sewer service and need for immediate utility
service in certain areas should be used to develop a series of city service models for specific
geographic areas.
The areas within the city limits (west of US 377) should be evaluated as a “full-service zone” with all
city services (administrative, fire, police, water, sewer, etc.). The areas east of FM 2931 in the
southeastern quadrant of the city’s plan area should be considered as a partial or “limited-service
zone” with only administrative, fire, and police services. Water and sewer should be provided
through private utility companies. In this context, within the limited service zone, the city will have
to ensure that the rate for city services is commensurate with the city’s cost of providing service to
maintain the city in good fiscal health. The area west of the city limits should be evaluated for an
appropriate level of future services in keeping with the goal of balancing services and tax burden.
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Map Showing Possible City Service Areas
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Appendix
Public Input Summary –Joint Workshop #1
March 2, 2020
What should change/What does Aubrey need?
Need land use category between Rural (5 ac min) and Estate (5 lots/ac); suggest Estate at 4 du/ac)
Minimum lot size of 7,500 sq./ft
No more lot sizes of 40’ x 100’
No zero lot lines
No apartments
Focus on SF, not MF
Limit MF next to SF; sensible locations; not near schools
Change zoning to reflect what is on the ground
Need sports facility (ball fields); and areas for community activity
Work with (cooperate with) AISD for common areas, athletic facilities
Preserve topography – no ground leveling development
Need tree preservation plan
Preserve greenbelt/enhance existing undevelopable areas
Need Parks master plan; nature preservation areas; walking / running trails
Verify all roads have ROW; repair our neighborhood streets
Need to focus on road planning; be ahead of growth for roadways
If city has infrastructure, then property should belong to/be in city
Bring more manufacturers and industrial employers
Recruit retail, restaurants and grocery store; reasons to stay in town
Preserve Outer Loop for higher density
Discontinue aggressive growth policy; control it but not necessarily stop it
Discontinue idea that we are rural; can preserve small town w/o being rural
Need diversity
Lack of planning for areas (ex: building colors, exterior)
Letting one developer do what he wants
Stick to the plan
City Council (should) listen to volunteer boards and listen to community
What should stay the same/What should Aubrey keep as is:
Promote/keep historical factors of downtown; expand these factors throughout city
Greenbelt, peanut dryer, historical buildings
Keep commercial and businesses in the city
Keep large estate operations; greater than two acres
Keep rural character and small-town feel
Keep cowboy/country atmosphere
Keep taxes – especially for developers
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Lower density helps keep emergency personnel lower; safety of the town
Unique homes, businesses, properties; diversity of lots (sizes) and vitality of neighborhoods
Keep library and parks/Need to upgrade library and parks
Future Goals:
Protect commercial and retail areas on 377
Future residential should include areas for retail/restaurant (within walkable distance)
Need land use category between Rural (5 ac min) and Estate (5 lots/ac)
Balance infrastructure with growth
Professional sports park (permanent year-round facility/ball fields)
Coordinated with Denton County and TXDOT to speed up thoroughfare (improvements)
Walkable community (to retail/restaurant)
Eat local
Protect environment; don’t allow (developers to) reclaim floodplain; require buffers around flood
areas
New schools should have parking in back; parent pickup to avoid parking in street and blocking traffic
Ask new business what they can do to help the city and school
Parks need water fountains/restrooms
Apply some of downtown to entire city (the things we love about it)
Regional trails

Appendix
Public Input Summary –Joint Workshop #2
June 16, 2020
Staff provided a brief recap presentation to update the audience on the status of the Plan update, and
presented several maps and a new land use category for discussion.
Comments and questions primarily pertained to:
General agreement with a new land use category between Rural and Estate densities;
General agreement with Vision as presented in presentation and on flip chart;
Discussion about timing of Outer Loop and need for TXDOT coordination so that road construction can
get ahead of development;
Questions about future improvements planned for Hwy 377 and FM 428 (widening, timing); and
Reminder from staff that based on the input tonight, this 2020 Plan update will be scheduled for
public hearing and consideration at the Planning and Zoning Commission and City Council in July.
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